business profile
By the family’s fourth year in Oaxaca, Hammond, a long-time artist,
found herself at a crossroads in her career. One day, she gave a ride
to a woman standing by the side of the road. As Hammond got to
know her, she realized that the woman, Marta, was a perfect reflection of the naturally gifted artisans living in poverty-stricken Oaxaca.
Although it’s considered the most culturally diverse and artistically
rich state in Mexico, Oaxaca is the second poorest in the country,
with an extreme poverty rate of 76 percent. Hammond knew there
must be a way to embrace these artisans’ talents while helping them
to improve their quality of life—and maybe somewhere in there was
the career change and challenge she sought. Thus Abrazo Style was
born.
After meeting Marta, Hammond came up with a mission—to pursue what she calls her “principles of compassionate commmerce.”
They include empowering the indigenous artisans of southern Mexico by providing a worldwide marketplace for their talents; establishing a solid foundation through creative enterprise so the artisans can
strengthen and expand their creativity, learn business skills and build
confidence; and helping the artisans sustain gainful employment
and earn fair wages.
With her mission established, Hammond needed a base from
which to launch Abrazo Style, and her home outside the city of
Oaxaca seemed like a natural fit—especially because Oaxaca and its
neighboring state of Chiapas are two of the three regions (Guatemala
being the third) that Hammond calls “the perfect storm of textiles.”
“There is breathtaking beauty, complexity and diversity in the embroidery and weaving in these regions,” she says. “And I have to admit I’m easily seduced by beauty, and when it comes to handcrafted
beauty—well, I’m helpless.”

Fashion
with a
Mission
Abrazo Style brings
hand-crafted chic to
consumers and fair
wages to the artisans
who help create it
by robin allen
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One place she doesn’t have to worry about
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Although Abrazo Style is based on integrity

For more on Abrazo Style, go to abrazostyle.com.
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